Internet+ sports industry cross-boundary integration is an important way to accelerate the development of sports industry and promote sports consumption. At present, the development mode, ecosystem and development elements of traditional sports industry are important factors that restrict the cross-border integration of the Internet+ sports industry. It is necessary to seek the cross-border integration development path of the Internet+ sports industry by formulating the integrated development plan, strengthening the construction of talent team and innovating industrial brand resources.
Introduction
In recent years, the sports industry has shown a good development trend. From the national level, the State Council's Opinions on Speeding up the Development of Sports Industry and Promoting Sports Consumption in 2014 emphasized "Promoting Fusion Development" [1] , stimulated the market vitality of sports industry, provided endogenous power and policy support for the cross-border integration of sports industry and Internet. In 2016, the 13th Five-Year Plan for the Development of Sports Industry of the General Administration of Sports put forward "Active Promotion". "Internet+ sports" encourages the development of sports services supported by mobile Internet technology [2] . It can be seen that both the state and the industry attach great importance to the development of sports industry and its integration with related industries. But how to integrate the sports industry with the Internet+ development has not attracted enough attention from the state and the industry. This article will start with the connotation of the Internet+ sports industry, and further explore the cross-border inte-How to cite this paper: Cong, X.H. and gration background and innovation formats, integration demands and development path of the Internet and sports industry, better promoting the Internet+ sports industry good and fast cross-border integration and development to provide academic basis and decision-making support. Sports industry is a comprehensive industry, including sports products manufacturing industry, sports venues service industry, sports performance industry, sports fitness and entertainment industry, sports tourism and sports gambling industry and many other aspects. At present, the penetration of Internet technology into the sports industry and the use of the Internet platform by the sports industry have jointly promoted the formation of a new pattern of the current sports industry. The Inter-net+ sports industry is based on the Internet as the platform and tools, aiming at improving the production efficiency and quality of sports products, and promoting the development and innovation of sports industry through the cross-boundary integration of the Internet and sports industry.
Cross-Boundary Integration Background and Innovative Formats of Internet+ Sports Industry
The cross-boundary integration of the Internet+ sports industry is not only the internal driving force of the sports industry policy encouragement, but also the result of the external power engine driven by the Internet technology in the In-ternet+ era. Clarifying the integration background of the Internet+ sports industry will help promote industrial innovation, transformation and upgrading of sports products, structure, function, service and value, and promote the formation of the new format of the Internet+ sports industry.
Cross-Boundary Integration of the Internet+ Sports Industry
Cross-border integration refers to cross-industry and cross-field cooperation, also known as cross-border collaboration. Cross-border integration can lead to unrelated industrial cooperation, new formats and new values. In recent years, the implementation of the "Internet plus" action plan has effectively promoted the organic integration of the Internet and all walks of life, and the Internet+ sports industry has also emerged as the times require. Now it has become the focus of attention in the sports market. Especially, the application of cloud storage, data retrieval, collection, processing and transmission technology based on the Internet in sports industry has greatly promoted the extensive penetration and effective extension of Internet thinking in sports industry and has become an important engine and driving force for the development of the deep integration of sports industry and Internet. A new ecological system of sports industry has been formed through cross-border integration. We will accelerate the transformation and upgrading of the sports industry.
duction and sales, also known as industrial form. The integration of different industries can produce a new industry form different from the traditional industry, that is, industry innovation. The development of traditional sports industry has formed the traditional form of sports industry. With the development of science and technology and social progress, the traditional sports industry can no longer meet the growing sports demand of the people. It must develop new sports industry. The integration of the Internet and sports industry is an important means to develop new sports industry, and it will become the inevitable trend of the development of sports industry. Sports products manufacturing industry, stadium service industry, sports competitive performance industry, sports fitness and entertainment industry, sports tourism industry and sports gambling industry need to rely on the Internet platform, use new network media and intelligent equipment to innovate and upgrade the industry, and promote the use of large data and mobile Internet for information storage, transmission and interaction of intelligent stadiums and gymnasiums.
By integrating and classifying the information of gymnasiums, we can realize the intelligent management of gymnasiums and gymnasiums, accurately and efficiently provide information such as consumption price, opening time, site resources, etc. Mobile fitness APP can accurately record the quantity indexes of exercise time, exercise load and heat energy consumption of sports crowd, and provide objective basis for scientific formulation of fitness exercise prescriptions; Sports goods network sales break through traditional channels. Limitations such as smoothness and inadequate competitiveness provide network platform to build an interactive platform for sales and consumption, change the sales model and marketing concept to better meet the needs of sports crowd; intelligent sports equipment and wearable equipment facilitate sports crowd to timely monitor their own sports status data and reasonably formulate sports programs; Tencent, Sohu, Sina and other social media rely on the Internet to establish many projects. The diversified and functional portal website enables sports enthusiasts to enjoy live or broadcast sports events online without leaving home and across time and space, so as to enhance the operational capacity of the sports performance industry.
The integration of Internet and sports industry will reconstruct the form of sports industry, which will influence the sports ecology with new concepts and technologies. The sports industry practitioners can not only inject technological innovation elements into sports industry research and development, but also promote sports brand building concept, sports product sales channels, sports consumption service mode innovation, and promote sports products, structure, function, service and value.
Internet+ Sports Industry Cross-Border Integration Appeal

Abbreviations and Acronyms
Define abbreviations and acronyms the first time they are used in the text, even 
The Development Model of Traditional Sports Industry Needs to Be Innovated Urgently
For a long time, the traditional sports industry has formed its fixed technology mode, production mode and marketing mode [3] . in the era of "Internet+", new camp of sharing resources and information. Therefore, in the era of "Internet+", the sports industry can only change its technological mode, production mode and marketing mode in a timely manner, so that it can follow the trend and seek greater development space with the pace of "Internet+".
The Ecosystem of Traditional Sports Industry Needs to Be Reconstructed Urgently
The traditional sports industry ecology includes the industrial main body, the production process and the business mode [4] . In the era of "Internet+", the at- Thirdly, the marketing channels of sports industry need to be networked urgently. Traditional sports industry sales channel is "sports enterprise production + channel marketing distribution" line, sports products only after the sale of cost recovery and income. In the Internet era, from sports products to competitive performance industry, there are flexible and decentralized consumer groups.
The sales channel has also changed from the traditional "cost-benefit" single path to the network-related channel in the network era. Only when the sports industry sales channel is networked can it obtain greater benefits. Therefore, in the era of "Internet+", the sports industry ecology needs to be rebuilt in line with the characteristics of the network society. According to the network order, we should adjust the industrial main body, the production process and the sales channels, and seek greater opportunities for development in the network time and space.
The Development Factors of Traditional Sports Industry Need to Be Improved Urgently
The 
Internet+ Sports Industry Cross-Border Integration Development Path
Formulating an Integrated Development Plan
At present, our country is undergoing the transformation of market economy, and sports industry resources are mostly in the hands of the government [6] . 
Strengthening the Construction of Talented Personnel
The Encourage technology integration and innovation through talent integration, and actively develop new business on the basis of innovative technology, so as to achieve business integration [11] . We should keep abreast of the trend of the times, form a service flow of "user + data + service + terminal" and innovate technological model with big data. Based on data mining technology, this paper analyses the consumption intention, habits and direction of sports consumers, realizes precise customization of sports products and precise supply of sports services, so as to reduce production costs, improve the utilization rate of raw materials and optimize production mode. With the help of the Internet, sports product marketing, sports e-commerce, sports production enterprises to build sales websites, etc., through the "online platform" and "off-line resources", optimize marketing methods and service quality. At the same time, it calls on government departments to formulate effective policies suitable for the development of sports industry in the Internet era, and to promote the development of sports industry operation mode [12] . Sports enterprises should constantly reflect and summarize, draw lessons from failure, and constantly optimize and reconstruct the marketing model of sports industry.
Brand Resources of Innovative Industries
Traditional industries have their own products and resources, seek survival and 
